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NBA is a kaleidoscope of, you can see you can think of here all have, infidelity, rape, violence, show off their wealth, and even steal...
And colorful dollars, hit on a muscular body, in addition to being a brutal profligacy, can not think of what other distribution channels. <
p > this is a world full of millionaires, millionaires and billionaires, known to them, often appear in various media headlines. They have
money, have a lot of people envy of luxury cars, they still have the body, professional athletes is God favor the lucky dog, their
testosterone is much higher than ordinary people. Like this guy side can be much less woman? There are several < p > woman, one
is active gestures, but afterwards they might to the police that he is not willing to, was raped, being sexually assaulted, regardless of
the outcome of the final court decision, suspected of rape the top hat operator is put on the. For example, Kobe, for example, Hayes.
< p > there is a both sides I wish you love the only happened in the wrong time, wrong place, wrong object, for example, Tony Parker
he allegedly stole should not steal, for example, Delonte West he allegedly stole more should not steal, for example, camp, he stole is
no problem, just a little bit too much. < p > the woman is a very attractive to the eye of the topic, but not NBA player's private life all
because in them the most view, this kind of thing not only challenge and unable to control the risk, so in addition to this kind of thing.
They are also keen to show off money. < p > McGrady created a precedent, he is the first NBA star private aircraft, Jordan is not bad
money. He played is extravagant luxury, arenas a day in order to feed the crocodile to spend more than $6000, even Dallas double
the ugly one Daniels also create a picture of a solid gold. Compared with them, Carter's private golf course while also extravagant,
has been considered a "provided Zhengye", because after all, and basketball. < p > a lot of rape are fabricated and betrayal can
explain for love, show off their wealth and others irrelevant, but these were far from NBA players not disorderly life all of them. There
are some unable to find any excuse, such as talk about violence, for example, stealing, for example, shooting and so on. < p > Iverson
is one of the typical representative, he once after a quarrel will his naked wife out of the house, the Rockets Juwan Howard once for
stealing a sunglasses by the police, the former wizards players Kerry Altarton gun not only point to a arenas, but also allegedly shot
and killed a woman. < p > often in the river walk, would certainly wet shoes and play more indecent behavior will certainly when the
house is on fire, magician play women completed the AIDS, Yao Ming in the same year Bangyan play racing play off the NBA career,
Jordan affair leads to divorce and the divided a huge amount of property, Kemp to private children directly to bankruptcy. < >
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